APPENDIX I

PICTURE SERIES
Write a narrative essay according to the picture series.
APPENDIX II

EXAMPLES OF STUDENTS’ NARRATIVE COMPOSITIONS
A Frog Searching

When Sonny was 5 years old, he wished that he would own a frog.

And one day, his father brought him a little frog. His father took it from the swamp. Sonny named the frog Frogsy. He loved it and like to talk with it every day and every time. Besides Frogsy, Sonny also had a small dog, named Cesar.

One night Sonny was very tired so he went to bed and slept tight. Then Frogsy found a way to get out of the jar, which is a plane Frogsy jumped.

The next morning Sonny woke up and rushed to look at the jar. His dog stood up on his back. They look at the empty jar and Sonny was very curious about where did Frogsy go.

Sonny went off from his bed and began to search for his frog. He lifted a bed which was near the jar and turned it down. There was no frog found. Then he continued to searching, he pulled the bed cover and looked inside it, but he still did not find it.

Cesar wanted to help his master to find the frog. When his mouth went through the jar, his mouth was trapped, and his could not let it off.
Sonny went to the window and shouted, 'Froggy,' twice. And Cesar, who did not want to be left behind, jumped to the window and began to growl. With full of energy, Cesar grewl and his two front feet lost balance. The next second, Cesar fell down. Sonny was so surprised, he broke himself and jumped down from the window and lifted the dog so it will not get the broken glass.

Both of them went to the forest, near Sonny's house. Sonny shouted, 'Frog, where are you?' But Sonny still did not see Froggy. He shouted in a hole on the ground and Cesar backed on a bee nest, hang on the tree. Then a mouse came out of the hole, accidentally touched Sonny's nose. And he did not like it.

'Very! Disgusting!' said Sonny. When Cesar swayed the tree, that bee nest fell down and all of bees came out and then began to chase the interrupter. While the bees flying to chase Cesar, Sonny climbed another tree. Suddenly an owl came out of a hole in the tree. Sonny fell down because he was so surprised of the owl appearance.

Sonny ran into the big stone because the owl was flying above him as he chased Sonny. In the fact, the owl stayed in a branch of a tree, near
I have a neighbour named Tom. He is a little boy and his age was about six years old. He loved pet and he had two, a dog and a frog. Tom's dog named Leo and his frog named Nero. Tom put his frog on a topiess and he always saw it everyday with Leo: One night, when Tom and Leo was slept, Nero escape from the topiess. He go far away. In the morning, Tom and his dog woke up. When Tom and Leo saw the topiess, Tom very surprised because the topiess was empty, there is not Nero. He is very confused and he looked his frog on a shoes, Leo want to help his master. Leo put his head into the topiess, hope that he can founded his friend. Leo can't take off his head from the topiess but, Tom didn't aware it. Tom opened the window
and screamed, "Nero, where are you?"

On the other hand, Leo confused with the topless that covered his head; he tried to open it. Oh no,
Leo fell down from the window. Finally, the topless broke and Leo look very happy, but, Tom got angry about Leo’s attitude.

Tom and Leo continued his work, to looked for Nero. Tom and Leo looked Nero in the small forest near his house and he screamed "Nero, where are you?" Tom start to check in every hole, hope that Nero in there. Leo very busy with a beehive that hang on the tree. When Tom screamed in the rat’s hole, a rat exit from the hole and bit his nose. Leo interested with a beehive and he tried to shake the tree until the beehive fall down.

Tom didn’t aware what Leo was do. Because,
Tom was on the tree, to check a hole on the tree.

Tom shook when he knew that on the hole, there's

Mr. Owl
Journey in the deep forest.

One night when the stars and the moon fill the wide sky,

there is a small boy who has pets in his room. He has a nice
dog and a green frog in a bottle. They are always

one together.

One night when the small boy feel tired and got sleep, the
naughty frog jump out from the bottle. The small boy
and his dog don't realize that and they are sleeping both.

The bright morning, they wake up and stare at the bottle.

Suddenly, the small boy realize that something wrong. Fielded

know that his frog disappeared.

feels drunk. Then, he searches in everywhere and the boy

finds him too. He opens the window and stares to the outside.

and suddenly his dog fall down from the condone with

bottle inside his head. The small boy doesn't want more.

doing to. He jumps down and takes care of that dog.

they don't come in to their house again. The boy

looked of them frog in outside of the house. They

guesses

eye and yelling Call Chris frog
In the deep forest, they search in every where and every
One moment, they arrive in one place that have a lot
in land. The small boy is yelling in the there but the dog
being to the bee's.

why, from the hole come out a frog that less the use of
small boy but that doesn't his. He looks for a green frog.
small boy doesn't give up them, he climbs an oak tree and
into a big hole of the tree. Suddenly, one hive fall down
the... there are so many bee come out from the hive

dog run away and the bees run to chase the dog. In the
same area, there is no bee any more. Although, the child

small boy decide the big stone and reaches there. One of

choose the be held onto the deer horn. Suddenly, the deer

deer is running away with the small boy on the wood land
dog is falling them. After that, they arrive in the end of the

The deer stop but the small boy falls down into the

swimming pool. And the dog is falling down too. They are funny.

The swimming is continue into a deep forest. Finally, they

into one place that have a piece of big tree there. The

boy hear something familiar. Then, they

are there. Finally, he finds his green frog. There are

many frog there. The small boy looks very happy.

In the end, he finds the frog. He takes it home

gives a nice smile to the other - frogs.
I have a little brother, named Andy. He has a cute dog, named Doggy. This
is a glass can. It is late at night. Then, after Andy and his dog are sleepy,
they are sleeping together. While they are sleeping, the frog try to escape, and he
in So it. The frog is escape.

In the morning, when Andy and his dog wake up, they are very surprise,
because they look an empty glass can where Andy put the frog. Then, Andy and
Dog try to find the frog. Andy try to find the frog inside a shoe, but he
didn't find that frog. His dog is also try to find the frog, until his head inside the
can & he can't release. Andy opens the window and yelling to call the frog. His dog
also at the window with Andy. The dog is slip and... prang!!... he fall down and break
the glass can. Then Andy get down and hug that dog angrily, and the dog lick Andy
not to apologize.

After that, Andy and his dog go out to find the frog. Andy try to call the Dog.
Then, they go to a small tree, and there is a bees house with hundreds of bees. And beside
there is a small hole. Andy calls the frog in the hole, because he think that the frog hide the hole. While Andy are trying to find the frog in that hole, his dog try to get bees house down. Andy can't find the frog, but he find a mouse in that hole. While I try to find the frog inside the whole of a big and old tree, his dog shake the tree and the bees house fall down. All of bees chase the dog, the dog try to run as he can. While it, Andy fall down from the big and old tree, because there is no get out from the tree's hole. Finally Andy and his dog can escape from that situation.

Then, they go to a very big stone. Andy stands up in the stones and hold something he doesn't realize that he is holding a horn of beer. After that, the deer bring Andy and his dog are drop down in a small river.

There is a tree trunk on the edge of the river. Andy hear something. Then, Andy is dog see slowfly behind the tree trunk. And, there are two big frogs and seven little frogs also Andy's frog. Andy is very happy, because finally he can find his frog. Then, and his dog thanked to all frogs there and leave that place happily.
My lovely frog

One day, there is a child, his name is Kenny.

Kenny has two lovely pets, they are dog and frog.

Every day Kenny is accompanied by his pets. The dog

following Kenny sleep on the bed in the night and he

puts the frog inside the topless. In one night, the

frog go out from the topless when Kenny is sleeping:

beside that the frog does not only go out from the

topless but the frog is also living Kenny's room

When Kenny wake up in the morning, he feel

surprise because the frog does not inside the topless.

Kenny is looking for the frog every where inside the room,

but the frog does not there. After that, Kenny look at

his window's room is a little bit open so he look outside

the yard from the window. Kenny still does not find the

frog and he think that maybe his dog eat the frog. He

check the dog's stomach by push it, but there is

nothing.
Kenny walked out from his house yard, that is a forest. Before entering the forest, he yelled loudly to call the frog. Kenny kept walking and walking until he finds a hole under the tree and the dog finds beehive hangs on the tree. He checked the hole but there does not frog but a mouse. The mouse isbiting Kenny's nose and the dog is still playing with beehive until the beehive fell down.

Kenny finds another hole above the tree so he try to climb the tree and check it. Apparently, there does not the hole frog but the owl gets out from the hole, so he feel surprise and fell down from the tree. When he fell down, his dog is chased by the bee and run away. Then Kenny is chasing too by the owl so he try to save his self by hide behind a big rock. After he saves his self, he climbs the big rock and he yelled loudly again to call the frog.

He does not realize if there is a deer behind the big rock. Kenny feels surprise at the third time. The deer brings Kenny by it's horn to throw him to the river and his
dog just following with all the river too. Then he heard a

something behind the big wood. He climbs the big wood

with his dog and he finds a frog's family and his frog

is one of them. He takes his frog go home.

[Signature]
When the gate was opened and the bees were scattered about in the sky, a little boy and his dog were looking at the hive. His name is Matthew, his dog is Candy, and his trees are green. He put his tray in a jar and accompanied his tray until he felt sleepy. After that, he went to his bed and fell asleep, while he was sleeping, the tray jumped from the hive.

In the morning, when Matthew and Candy woke up, he found his tray had gone. He was very sad because he really loved it. Finally, he decided to look for his tray around his room. He looked for inside his dresser and Candy was also looking for it until Candy's head was trapped in the hive. After he looked for in his room, he opened his room's window and shouted loudly, "Green... green... where are you?" While he was shouting, suddenly, Candy fell down and broke the hive. Matthew was very angry and scolded Candy, Candy was afraid, and he gave a little bite to Matthew.

After that, he continued his search in the big yard. In a big yard, he found a small hole and looked inside it. While Candy was busy to reach the hive, suddenly, he was shocked because there was a movie from that hole. Candy still tried to claim up the tree to get the hive. Then, Matthew found another hole in the tree and Candy was still shocked because there are a lot of bees filled above her.

Suddenly, there is an owl from the tree's hole. Matthew fell down from the tree and Candy ran away from the tree. Furthermore, a deer ran on the big stone and his hands held the thing like branch. He didn't know that actually the thing like branch is a deer. The deer stood up and brought Matthew ran away until the deer threw Matthew and Candy in a small river. When he was in the river, he heard a sound "trout... trout... Trout..." behind the big timber. He approached
The timber quaked but scarcely shook the leaves. After that he tried to look up and found that Green Eel, who was near his lover, thought suddenly a lot of little frogs went out of the grass. Finally he put one of them and said goodbye to the green and his lover, and another little frog.
Jamie, Max and his frog

Jamie is a 9 years little boy who lives near a forest. He has a loyal friend which is a dog. His dog's name is Max. Max and Jamie are good friends. They love each other. Whether Jamie goes, Max always accompanies him.

One night, Jamie finds a frog and he is willing to keep it. He keeps that frog inside of a glass jar. He loves that frog and usually, he calls his frog with "Froggy." He always takes care of it everyday.

One day, when Jamie and Max is sleeping, the frog is running away. He comes out from the jar and escapes from Jamie's room. The next day, when Jamie and Max wake up, they find that the frog is gone. They are very surprised. Jamie is looking for everywhere, including inside of his boots, but he still can not find it. Unpredictably, when Jamie is
busy looking for everywhere, Max put his head into the jar

Unfortunately, his head is stuck in it. Jamie doesn’t realize it.

He keeps on looking for his frog. He opens the window and keeps on calling his frog’s name. Max is following him.

He jumps out to see in the window, but he doesn’t realize that the jar is heavy, so that he falls down. Luckily, Max is okay. There is nothing happened with him and the jar is broken also. Jamie is very surprised. He is angry to Max because he thought that Max isn’t doing something.

After that, Jamie decided to look for the frog, into the forest near his house. He thinks that his frog may be there inside the forest. Jamie never stops to look and call for his frog’s name. He keeps on looking everywhere.

One time, he creeps on a stone and looks for his frog inside of it, but there is a rivet which suddenly comes
out from that hole. Jamie is very surprised because that animal doesn't smell good. When Jamie is busy looking for his frog, Max is playing with a beehive on another tree. He is buzzing to that thing and chasing the bees. Suddenly, the bees are coming out from their hive. They are buzzing, and Max is very surprised. Meanwhile, Jamie is climbing on another big tree. He wants to look for his job in a hole of that tree.
Diego and His Frog

Diego is a seven years old boy who has a dog and a frog as his pets. The dog’s name is Blue and the frog’s name is Bonny. Diego loves them very much. He puts Bonny in a glass near his blue sleeping in the same bed with Diego. One morning, when Diego gets up, he finds that Bonny’s glass is empty. It makes him very sad. So, he decides to look for it. Blue comes with them after they leave the room through the window. Unfortunately, Blue breaks the glass. Diego is upset because its act can make Diego’s parents wake up. If it’s happened, Diego would go out to the wood. His parents won’t allow. Because of this feeling, Diego takes some steps to the path near his house. He doesn’t have the permission from his parents, Diego takes Blue to the wood near his house. He calls Bonny and hopes that it’ll hear it. Bonny is going home. Diego and Blue walk into the wood to search Bonny. He checks every including a hole in the ground. While he is looking for Bonny, Blue is barking to the bee hive. Dog makes the bees disturbed. At the time Diego finds Bonny in the hole, the bee hive looks and the hole so he can’t take Bonny out. Diego tries to climb an old tree and see inside. Suddenly, Bonny comes out and surprising him. At the same time, Blue is running to avoid the upset bees. It is avoiding the out also. He finds a huge rock and climb up. He holds a branch while helping Bonny. Then the branch he’s holding is move. It’s not branch. It’s a bees head. The.
Diego puts Diego on his head and takes him away. Blue tries to stop it but it's useless. At the
place where they are, it makes Diego and Blue fall to the swamp.

In the swamp, Diego hears a voice. The voice comes from near them. Diego tells Blue to be
silent and come slowly. He finds some frogs behind a big tree. Bonny is gathering
some family. Diego is glad finding that it's ok. Anyhow, Diego must take Bonny home with him
because it's dangerous to stay there. After they say goodbye, they go home. Diego is happy because he found his best friend
Bonny. His adventure today is so cool and he won't forget it. Even though he enjoys looking for
things, he promises that Bonny won't escape again.
My Sweety Frog

Once upon a time, there was a boy named Jo. He had two pets. They were a dog named Choco and a frog named Cici. Jo put Cici in a small topless. Jo and Choco always slept together at the same bed. They usually saw Cici in the jar before they slept.

One day, at night, Jo and Choco saw Cici in the topless. Then, they went to sleep. When they were sleeping, Cici went outside from the topless. In the morning, Jo and Choco saw the jar but they didn't see Cici in the jar. Then, Jo was looking for Cici in the bedroom and shoes and Choco put his head in the topless to search Cici but they didn't find her. After that, they looked for Cici from Jo's window. When they were looking for Cici, Choco fell down. Then, the topless broke. Jo helped Choco. Then, he decided to find Cici in a small jungle where the jungle was near his home. But he didn't find Cici in the jungle. Jo looked for Cici a hold and Choco tried to get some honey from a tree. Then, a mouse came out from the hole and Choco swung the tree. Suddenly, some bees came from the honey. They
No.

were very angry because Choco had made bees house broke. Jo ran up to a tree and Choco run. Then an owl out from the tree and Jo so surprised. Then he fell down. The owl felt angry and Jo run away to a big rock. Then he shouted his dog and held some "dried up" he thought but he hadn't know that was horns' deer. After that, he knew it and saw his dog was biding at the rock. The deer was very angry and put Jo and Choco fell down in a small river. Then he found a big wood. Suddenly, Jo heard something near the wood and gave a cade to Choco that he should silent. Then, they saw frog families. In the families, they found Cici. After that, Cici came back with Jo and Choco to go home.
The Adventure to Find A Frog

Rio with his dog are looking for a frog in the jar. The frog look calm and Rio look very happy because he had success to catch the frog.

The clock walk fast, it is night. Rio feel sleepy, so he decide to sleep with his dog Blacky.

In the middle of the night the frog out from the jar. When morning come, the sunrise brightly, Rio get up from his bed and look at the jar. He surprises that the jar is empty. Rio with Blacky looking for the frog in a street under the t-shirt, in a jar, and everything in that room. Rio opens the window and look out with Blacky, but he can't find it. Suddenly, Blacky fall down with the jar on its head. The jar is break, Rio down from the window and bring it soon.

Then, Rio and Blacky decide to looking for the frog in outside. Rio is scream like Blacky. Then, they see a house of bees. They walk close to the tree under the tree, Rio find a hole and he look at in, but a rat out from the hole. Rio very disappoint to this.

At the time, Blacky is trying to get the house of bees. The jotted from its foot fall down the bees house. Rio is looking for on the big tree when Blacky do that. The bees angry and attack Blacky. An owl fall from the tree and make Rio surprise till he fall down from that tree. The owl follow him till the big stone, Rio feel afraid, but finally the owl is gone.

Rio up to the top of the big stone and scream again. Suddenly a head of deer out from leaves and its head carry and bring Rio on a pool. The deer throw him from the top. Blacky fall down from the top too. Actually, the pool is not deep. Suddenly Rio hear something behind the wood.

Then, he smile, he know that it is frog voice. Blacky is downed from his head.

Sitt... Rio ask it to calm. Rio and Blacky look at behind the wood. They see a couple of frog with their children. "They are a happy family," said Rio on the wood with Blacky.
Bjo decide to jump from the wood and take one of the frog's children. A couple of frogs is not angry with him. After that, Bjo and Blacky go home with carry a little frog on his head. Bjo says "bye-bye," to the frog family on the wood that are seeing them. Now, Bjo go home with smile on his face.
The Experience to Looking for a Frog

When the night is coming, Andy already go to sleep. Before he go to sleep, he always us with his frog, froggy and his dog, doggy. He likes to see them playing and running together. After he feels tired, he will go to sleep with doggy in bed and froggy in topless. In the morning...

In the morning, when Andy woke up, he was surprised, because froggy was not in topless. Andy worried about it and then he found it everywhere, in his boots, but could not find it. And then Andy went to the window and he saw in the garden and shouted, "froggy... froggy... where are you?", but that is useless, froggy did not come. Besides him, doggy played with topless, and then it felt down and broke the topless. Andy was surprised for the second time and he wanted to angry, but doggy took his chick and he did not angry anymore.

After that, Andy and doggy went to near of forest. He shouted, "froggy... froggy... froggy..." And then he went to a hole and doggy saw the beehive and tried to reach it. When Andy were calling his frog on the hole, suddenly a rat was out from the hole and bite Andy's nose, and he shouted, "aow... aow..." With hold his nose not far from him, doggy still played with beehive, he wanted to took the beehive. Then Andy was finding in some holes of the trees, suddenly the beehive felt down and the bees were out from it, and Andy felt down when he heard...
Doggy was barking and running with some bees chased him. Not only that,

Andy was out from the hole of tree where Andy found her frog, the owl

was very angry with Andy, because he disturbed his sleeping time. Andy went

from there and then he went to a big stone and then the owl left him.

Andy went up to the stone and he shouted again, but he did not find his

but his dog. He was surprised when the deer lifted up him and doggy

went to him. The deer took away him Andy and doggy followed the deer. Suddenly

deer stopped its steps on the side of ravine, and then it went down Andy

Doggy fell down too. Luckily, he fell in the river. Near from there,

I heard frogs' voice in back of the old root. And then he near the root,

he asked doggy to be quiet. Andy looked at the back root and he was

very happy, because he could find his frog. And he saw that the froggy had

children with his wife.

Finally, Andy took one of the children and to took it home. He left

Doggy with his family. And then he went home with doggy and give a

and bye for his frog. It was a unforgettable experience for Andy.
Jamie and His FROG

Once upon a time there was a little boy named Jamie.

He had two pets: they were a dog and a frog. He put his frog in a topless. One night, before Jamie goes to bed, he opens the window a little. Then he goes to his bed and his dog sleeps on the top of his bed. After Jamie and his dog fall asleep, the frog came out from the topless and go out through the window.

In the morning, Jamie found out that his dog is missing. He feels sad and stares at the topless desperately. He is looking for the frog around his room. His dog tries to help Jamie.

The dog enters its head into the topless. The dog tries to take its head out, but it can not. So when Jamie opens the window widely, to call the frog, the dog is jumping out of the window.

Fortunately, the dog is safe and its head can be saved, but the dog makes the topless broken. Jamie goes afterwards his dog and holds it.
Then Jamie and his dog go to the woods and shouts loudly to call the tree. They keep walk and walk until they find something. The dog finds a beehive and Jamie finds a hole. The dog is moving the tree where the beehive hangs on. Maybe the dog thinks that the frog hides there. Jamie comes closer the hole and calls his frog in front of the hole. Suddenly, a mouse comes out and bites Jamie's nose. Jamie is very upset to the mouse. When Jamie leaves that hole and goes to another place, the frog comes out from that hole.

The dog keeps away the tree until the beehive falls down.

It's not good. Then the bees chase Jamie and the dog. In the halfway, Jamie falls down, but the dog keeps running. Suddenly, an owl comes and bothers Jamie. Jamie keeps running until he finds a big rock. Then he climbs the rock and calls his frog again. He doesn't realize that there is a deer behind the big rock and his dog is there too. The deer lifts Jamie and runs. The dog is following them. The deer brings Jamie into a river and throws him there together with his dog.
Jamie and the dog fall into the river and become dyed. Then Jamie hears voices behind a big wood. He tries to find out what it is. He climbs the wood and looks behind it. There are a lot of frogs there, his frog is there too. Jamie is very happy and then he brings his frog home.